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1. Introduction
An almost Hermitian manifold M = (M,J,g) is called an almost Kahler
manifold if the corresponding Kahler form Q is closed, or equivalently,
g((VxJ)Y, Z) + g((VYJ)Z, X) + g((VzJ)X, Y) = 0,
for all smooth vector fieldsX, Y, Z on M.
Concerning the integrability of the almost complex structure of an almost
Kahler manifold, the following conjecture of S. I. Goldberg is well-known ([1]):
The almost complex structure of a compact Einstein almost Kahler manifold
is integrable (and therefore the manifold is Kahler).
As concerns this conjecture, some progress has been made under some
curvature conditions: K. Sekigawa proved that the above conjecture is true when
the scalar curvature is non-negative [8, 9]. A complete almost Kahler manifold of
constant sectional curvature is a flatKahler manifold [4, 5, 10]. A 4-dimensional
compact almost Kahler manifold which is Einstein and *- Einstein is a Kahler
manifold [10].
In connection with these results, the author proved that a compact almost
Kahler manifold of constant holomorphic sectional curvature ci? 0 which
satisfiesthe curvature condition (b) is Kahler [7]. (The condition (b) will be
given in the next section.)
In this note, we shall show that,in the case where the dimension of the
manifold is four, the above statement can be improved. Namely, we shall prove
that a four-dimensional compact almost Kahler manifold of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature which satisfiesthe /^-condition is a Kahler manifold.
Throughout thispaper, we assume that the manifold under consideration to be
connected and of class C°°.
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valuable suggestions.
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2. Preliminaries
Let M = (M,J,g) be an m(= In) -dimensional almost Hermitian manifold
with an almost Hermitian structure (J,g). We denote by Q and N the Kahler
form and the Nijenhuis tensor of M defined respectively by Q,(X, Y) = g(X, JY)
and N(X,Y) = [JX,JY]-[X,Y]-J[JX,Y]-J[X,JY] for X,Ye£(M), where
X(M) is the Lie algebra of allsmooth vector fieldson M. The Nijenhuis tensor N
satisfies
MiX, Y) = MI JY) = -JN(X, Y), X, Y e I(M).
Further we denote by V,R = (Rijk'),p= (p,7),T,p* = (p*) and r* the Riemannian
connection, the Riemannian curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor, the scalar
curvature, the Ricci * -tensorand the * -scalarcurvature of M, respectively:
R(X,Y)Z = [VV,VV1Z-V1VV1Z,
R(X,Y,Z,W) =
p(x,y) =
T =
T*
g(R(X,Y)Z,W),
trace of [z＼-^ R(z,x)y],
trace of p,
trace of [z ＼->R(x, Jz)Jy],
trace of p* .
where X, Y,Z,W e £(M), x,y,ze TM, peM .The Ricci * -tensor p* satisfies
p*(JX,JY) = p*(Y,X), X,Ye£(M).
An almost Hermitian manifold M is called a weakly * -Einstein manifold if il
satisfiesp* = X*g for some function A* on M. In particular,if A* is constant on
M, then M is called a *- Einstein manifold.
We define the tensor field G = (G,^,) by
G(X, Y,Z, W) = R(X, Y, Z, W) - R(X, Y,JZ, JW).
Then we have
(2.1) XG(£,,X,y,£,)
1=1
= p(X,Y)-p*(X,Y),
where {£,■},■=,,...,,,is a local orthonormal frame of M. We shall consider the
following three conditions on G for an almost Hermitian manifold M:
(a) G = 0,
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(b) G(JX,Y,JZ,W) = G(X,Y,Z,W), for X,Y,Z, WeZ(M),
(c) G(X,Y,Z,W) = G(Z,W,X,Y,), for X,Y,Z, We 1(M).
It is easily shown that (a) => (b) => (c). We remark that the condition (a) is
equivalent to
(2.2) R(X,Y)oJ = JoR(X,Y),
for X,Y £X(M). The condition (b) is equivalent to
R(X,Y,Z,W)
(2.3)
= R(JX,JY,Z,W) + R(JX,Y,JZ,W) + R(JX,Y,Z,JW),
for X, Y,Z, W e X.(M). The condition (c) is equivalent to
(2.4) R(JX,JY,JZ,JW) = R(X,Y,Z,W)
for X,Y,Z,We$(M). An almost Hermitian manifold M satisfying (2.4) (and so.
the condition (c)) is called an RK-manifold ([11]).
In an i?AT-manifold M, we have easilv the following
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)
G(JX, JY, JZ, JW) = G(X, Y,Z, W),
p(JX,JY) = p(X,Y),
p*(X,Y) = p*(Y,X),
p*(JX,JY) = p*(X,Y),
for X,Y,Z,W<=I(M).
Now we assume that M
havp
= (M,J,g) is an almost Kahler manifold. Then we
2g((VxJ)Y,Z) = g(JX,N(Y,Z)).
It is well-known that([2])
(2.9) G(X,Y,Z,W) + G(JX,JY,JZ,JW)
+ G(JX, Y,JZ, W) + G(X, JY, Z, JW)
= 2g((VxJ)Y-(VYJ)X,(VzJW-(VwJ)Z)
By (2.1)and (2.9),we have
(2-10) P(X,Y) + p(JX,JY)-p*(X,Y)-p*(JX,JY)
= -lg((VEJ)X, (VEJ)Y),
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(2.11)
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T-T*=-I|V/||2=-!
IIAfll2
In the sequel, we shall adopt the following notational convention:
VJ ,=i/'v,i,, V- = j,"i/'V(//M
N ― F"N
Riju=JiaRiJi≪≫
Then it is easy to see that
V
V
J
Jk
+ v.
/ ―Jik -
^
V
= -2V
'jk
G
uki
/> =
I" 1 bN
Ji Jj lyabk
j a j b/~<
― Jk J, KJijab
o,
2V Jik = W-,
etc
By the Ricciidentity,we have
2G,,/=^',^/-V,/V,-/+V/^-/
(2.12)
= V,^,, - V^,,, +-(NilaN/ - NikaN/).
3. The pointwise constancy of faolomorphic sectional curvature
Let M = (M,J,g) be an m(= 2≪)-dimensional almost Kahler manifold of
pointwise constant holomorphic sectional curvature c = c(p) (peM). Then,
taking account of [6] and (2.12),we have
(3-D Riju=^{giig.ik-8*8.!,+Ji,J.ik~JikJj,-*W
+
^'^Nlil-N'ilN,jk+2N'ijNlkl}
where
+hQ
""
O,H=-13{VI.^/-V^/+V^/J.-V;Ni7.}
+3(V,^-VJ^+V-^-V/^}
+
1{V-7V
- -
V-7V., + V,N., - VjN -
ij l / kjl k ijl j lik I Jik
We put
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V7JV - + V-N - - V
' Ijk I nk
j
1 ' ikl i ikl J
+V.N--+V.N-
' kjl i kjl
+ v,
TV , + v
kil
N
tftf
/*/ + v
>",-)
iNm)
+ V.N-k
' /;* ' Ijk ' iJk I ijk
(3.2)
and
(3.3)
Then, from (3.1), we have
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
n + l
Pa
2
T
2/i
p$ =
cSij~
Zj +
n+j_
2
In
s, NiahN;b
T^N^N^j
ss≪+-£2T≫+kv'N*
3
64n
m2gij-
cSij +
8 so
+
32
+ VX,v,)
Ta+ j^a^
T = n(n + l)c-^＼＼N＼＼2,
― Tu --(V"N- -V"N )
32 IJ 4V 'J" j≪'j
'･-e^W2*
T*
+ ― Tii--(V"
32 IJ 4
n(n + l)c +
P>-A?=4 sv
_l_
32
|Af
+f*≫
T + 3r*=m(m + 2)c.
Jia
^-v"/v,j,
),
Now we assume that both o and o* are /-invariant. Then V"N
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is also J
Invariant and symmetric with resoect to the indices i. i bv (3.8). It follows that
Pt =
2n J
Hence, M is weakly *-Einsteinif
(3.10)
Moreover, by (2.10) we have
(3.11)
Tu
i>^+^<
=
2>≫2^
p,-p* = -^(VA,)V"y;
1
8
Tu
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Then we have from (3.10) and (2.11)
Pij Pij %Tij 2n
which shows that M is Einstein.
[ 8 f" In"
Since the /^-condition (c) implies that p and p* are i-invariant (see (2.6),
(2.8)), we get the following
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M be an almost Kdhler manifold of pointwise con-
stant holomorphic sectional curvature. If M satisfiesthe condition (c) and T =
(I /2n)＼＼N＼＼2g, then M is an Einstein and weakly *- Einstein manifold.
We have the following theorem which is analogous to the result of Watanabe
and Takamatsu [12] for nearly Kahler manifolds.
THEOREM 3.2. Let M be an almost Kdhler manifold of pointwise constant
holomorphic sectional curvature satisfying
(3.12)
T
p-p* =
a,b=＼
=
＼＼＼Nf
8
T-T*
In
Then M is an Einstein and weakly *-Einstein manifold.
PROOF. By (3.12), p* is symmetric and therefore ./-invariant.So p is also J-
invariant. Then from (3.11), (3.12) and (2.11), we have T = y-＼＼N＼＼2g.Thus
theorem follows from Proposition 3.1.
■
For the 4-dimensional case, we set the following
THEOREM 3.3. Let M be a 4-dimensional compact almost Kdhler manifold of
constant holomorphic sectional curvature. If M satisfiesthe condition (c), then M
is a Kdhler manifold.
PROOF. For an orthonormal basis {e,,e2 = Jex,e^eA = Je3} of TpM,we have
3l/V"3l+7V"4lAT'4l)
= ||tf(e3.'.)H2+llW≪4.e.)l|2 = 2＼＼N{eve,)f
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Tv = ZN"hlN"b2 =
i,(N"
11N" 32+^*4^" 42)
a,b=＼ ≪=l
= g(N(e,,e]),N(e,,Je])) + g(N(e4,ei),N(e4,Je]))
= -g(N(ei,el),JN(e,,el))-g(N(e4,el),JN(e4,el))
= 0.
Similarly, we have
T22=T3, = T44=h＼N＼＼2,
and
Consequently, we have
･M3 ~~ -*14 ~~ *23 ""
T = T ― 0― '34 ― W
Tu 4imiv
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By Proposition 3.1, we see that M is an Einstein and weakly *- Einstein manifold.
Since c andf are constant on M,T* is also constant by (3.9), that is, M is
*-Einstein. Then, taking account of the theorem of Sekigawa and Vanhecke [10],
we can conclude that M is Kahlerian. ■
REMARK. From the result of U. K. Kim, I-B. Kim and J-B. Jun [3], it will
be also obtained thatM is Einstein and weakly *-Einstein.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let M be a 4-dimensional compact almost Kdhler manifold
of constant holomorphic sectional curvature satisfying
Then M is a Kdhler manifold.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3. ■
COROLLARY 3.5. Let M he a 4-dimensional compact almost Kdhler manifold
of pointwise constant holomorphic sectional curvature. If M satisfiesthe condition
(b), then M is a Kdhler manifold.
PROOF. Under the condition (b), we can see that the function c is constant on
M ([6]). Hence this follows immediately from Theorem 3.3. ■
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